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Abstract: The main aim of this article is to present and defend a thesis

according to which conceptual representations of some types of men-

tal states are encoded in the same neural structures that underlie the

first-personal experience of those states. To support this proposal

here, I will put forth a novel account of the cognitive function played

by ‘shared representations’ of emotions and bodily sensations, i.e.

neural structures that are active when one experiences a mental state

of a certain type as well as when one observes someone else experi-

encing a state of the same type. I will argue that shared representa-

tions in fact constitute vehicles of certain mental state concepts (more

precisely, concepts of specific types of emotions and somatosensory

states). The main line of arguing for this will consist in showing that

shared representations exhibit specific, ‘conceptual’ functional prop-

erties: (1) causal effect on forming metacognitive judgments, (2) cog-

nitive penetrability, (3) diversity of input types.
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1. Introduction

The present article addresses the problem of how mental concepts are

encoded in the brain, whereby concepts are broadly understood as

mental representations of categories.1 One of the crucial distinctions

one has to keep in mind when dealing with conceptual representations

is the distinction between the content of those representations and

their neural vehicles. While the content of a conceptual representation

consists in a default, readily available knowledge or set of information

about a specific category, the physical (neural) structure that encodes

this knowledge or information constitutes the vehicle of this represen-

tation. In order to specify the main goal of this article, then, it could be

said that I will be defending in it a specific thesis regarding the nature

of the vehicles of conceptual representations of at least some mental

categories. According to the proposal that is presented and defended

here, the vehicles of some mental state concepts — more precisely,

concepts of certain types of emotions and somatosensory states2 —

are comprised of the same structures that underlie the first-personal

experience of those states. Therefore, thinking about at least some

types of mental states conceptually consists in mentally simulating3

those very states. In order to rationalize this thesis, I will put forth a

new theoretical interpretation of so-called ‘shared representations’

(SRs) of emotions and somatosensory states, i.e. the neural areas that

contribute to generating the first-personal experience of some types of

emotions and somatosensory states, but are also active when one

observes other people experiencing those states. According to the pro-

posal defended here, SRs are best explained by invoking the idea that

undergoing certain mental states and representing those states concep-

tually share — at least partially — the neural substrate.
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[1] I will therefore be using the term ‘concept’ as meaning ‘conceptual representation’ here.

[2] Based on the literature cited in this article, this idea might be applicable to concepts of dis-
gust, fear, pain, and touch. However, there is no way to specify a priori the exact range of
mental concepts that the main thesis of the present article can be successfully applied to. It
seems to be a purely empirical matter.

[3] By ‘simulating’ I mean recreating or replicating certain (simulated) neural/mental pro-
cesses by other neural/mental processes. This notion is basically identical to the one used
by Goldman (2006), who also construes mental simulation as a sort of replication. More
precisely, according to Goldman’s definition: a (mental) process P is a simulation of
another (mental) process P� = (def) (1) P duplicates, replicates, or resembles P� in some sig-
nificant respects (significant relative to the purposes or function of the task), and (2) in its
(significant) duplication of P�, P fulfils one of its purposes or functions (see Goldman,
2006). Note that this definition doesn’t specify what function the simulating process per-
forms, only stating that it performs some function by being similar to some other process
(see also note 11).



In the second section, I will briefly elaborate on SRs and the empiri-

cal data that support their existence. In the third section, I will lay out

the reasoning behind the conceptual interpretation of SRs. In the

fourth section, I will present some additional and independent theoret-

ical ideas and empirical results that further support the thesis that rep-

resenting some mental categories conceptually involves simulating

them. I will close the paper by sketching some of the perspectives for

future research that are inspired by the present proposal.

2. Shared Representations:

A Short Characterization

One of the much debated discoveries made by neuroscientists in the

last decade has been the discovery of so-called ‘shared representa-

tions’ (SRs) of emotions and somatosensory states.4 It turns out that

some neural structures that underlie first-personal experiences of

some types of mental states also show increased activation when rep-

resenting someone else undergoing states of the same type. According

to some authors, the peculiarity of SRs consists in the fact that they are

supposed to somehow ‘match’ first- and third-person perspectives or

that they code certain information in a ‘we-centric’ way, without spec-

ifying who (‘me’or ‘someone else’) is in a mental state of a given type,

and thus they are ‘shared’ between self and other (Gallese, 2006). For

present purposes, one can simply define SRs as neural systems or cir-

cuits that underlie experiencing a mental state, but that are also active

when a person observes a sign that someone else is experiencing a

mental state of the same type (see also Goldman, 2008; Goldman him-

self uses the term ‘mirror systems’ rather than ‘SRs’). We have rea-

sons to think that neural systems of this kind exist for emotions of

disgust (Calder et al., 2000; Jabbi et al., 2008; Wicker et al., 2003),

fear (Sprengelmeyer et al., 1999), and anger (Lawrence et al., 2002),

as well as for somatosensory states of pain (Jackson et al., 2005;

Lamm et al., 2007; Singer and Frith, 2005) and touch (Blakemore et

al., 2005; Keysers et al. , 2004). The available data show that SR
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[4] Note that I am restricting my discussion to SRs in emotional and somatosensory domains.
Although the SRs discovered in the domain of motor action are perhaps the ones that have
received the most attention from the researchers so far (see Rizzolatti and Craighero,
2004; Rizzolatti and Sinigaglia, 2010, for review), I will purposefully omit them when
developing the argument for the main thesis of the present article. Generally speaking, this
paper concentrates on studying the link between SRs and mindreading, a higher cognitive
function that consists (among others) in the ability to attribute mental states to other per-
sons. However, that the SRs discovered in the motor domain actually play a role in
mindreading or understanding intentions of others is debatable on both empirical and the-
oretical grounds (Brass et al., 2007; Jacob, 2008).



activation not only co-occurs with observing mental states of others,

but also that it plays a crucial role in enabling one to attribute those

states to others.

One could sort the empirical data that support the existence of SRs

into two categories (see also Goldman, 2008). Firstly, there are studies

that show that the brain areas active when a person is experiencing an

emotion or a somatosensory state of a given type at least partially

overlap with those that show increased activation when a person obs-

erves someone else experiencing an emotion or a somatosensory state

of the same type. For example, (1) Wicker and colleagues (2003)

observed that the anterior insula, a brain region activated when partic-

ipants were exposed to disgusting stimuli, was active when the partici-

pants observed static and dynamic facial expressions of disgust; (2)

Singer and colleagues (2004) found in that areas underlying the expe-

rience of physical pain in its affective aspect (anterior insula, rostral

anterior cingulate cortex, brainstem, and cerebellum) were also active

when participants received a signal indicating that a painful stimulus

is applied to another person. Secondly, there are studies showing the

existence of ‘paired deficits’, as Alvin Goldman (2008) calls them,

whereby local brain damage that results in a selective impairment of

the ability to experience certain emotion also results in a selective

impairment of the ability to recognize this emotion in others. For

example, (1) Calder and colleagues (2000) described the case of

patient NK, who showed — due to insula damage — a selective

impairment of the ability to experience disgust, but whose ability to

recognize the disgust of others (from both visual and auditory stimuli)

was also decreased; (2) an analogous case, but pertaining to the emo-

tion of fear, was reported by Sprengelmeyer and colleagues (1999), as

they described patient NM, who was unable to experience fear due to

amygdala damage and who at the same time was deficient at recogniz-

ing the fear of others from visual and auditory stimuli.

It is important to explicitly note at this point that the term ‘SRs’ is

employed here in as theoretically neutral a way as possible. It is sup-

posed to describe or pick out a certain potentially interesting phenom-

enon — i.e. the existence of structures that get activated both when

undergoing certain mental states and when representing them in oth-

ers — rather than explain it.5 All that is required to establish that SRs

in this neutral sense exist is to show that the same neural/
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[5] This is why I choose not to use possibly misleading terms ‘mirror neurons’ or ‘mirror sys-
tems’, which suggest that SRs are in some sense functionally involved in ‘mirroring’ the
states of others. If the present proposal is on target, then understanding SRs in terms of
mirroring is too restrictive and, overall, misguided. So-called ‘mirroring’ effects observed



representational resources are employed during feeling and observing

(or otherwise representing) someone else’s state. However, establish-

ing this does not yet say anything about why we find SRs (i.e. overlap-

ping activations and paired deficits) during experiments, or about the

function SR activation has when in ‘observation mode’. In other

words, there is plenty of room to answer the explanatory question of

what SRs actually do; the term ‘SRs’ refers to an explanandum rather

than an explanans. One might even argue that SRs have no interesting

cognitive functions and their existence is a natural by-product of asso-

ciative properties of specific neural areas. However, in this article I

will assume that a more substantive account of SRs is possible. The

reason for making this assumption is the existence of paired deficits,

which constitutes at least a prima facie reason for thinking that SRs

actually play some representational role — they simply seem impor-

tant in enabling the subject to represent certain categories of mental

states. What needs to be answered then is the question about how pre-

cisely do SRs represent or enable one to represent mental states or

what sorts of representational structures they are.

One of the most prevalent proposals as to how to interpret SRs theo-

retically is a thesis according to which SRs serve as a part of a larger

neural mechanism (but do not constitute this mechanism by them-

selves) that underlies the ability to empathize with others (see, e.g. de

Vignemont and Singer, 2006), whereby empathy is understood as the

ability to share emotional states of other people, but while knowing

that one’s own state is the result of observing someone else. A similar

proposal is developed by Goldman (2006; 2008), who interprets SRs

from the point of view of his version of the simulation theory of

mindreading.6 Goldman equates SR activity with simulating mental

states of others. According to this author, simulation enables one to
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in laboratories are in fact results of conceptual processes. In other words, there is no ‘mir-
roring’ in any substantial or explanatorily interesting sense of the term.

[6] Goldman’s theory is in some respects similar to the proposal that is being developed in the
present article. However, there also exist some crucial differences between the two.
According to Goldman’s (2006; 2008) account of what he calls low-level mindreading,
SR-based simulation constitutes a process by which one ‘reads’ or gets to know the mental
state of some other person. For Goldman, this initial process doesn’t involve conceptual
knowledge about mental states. Mental concepts come into play only subsequently, when
the (previously) simulated state is classified as belonging to a certain mental category. In
other words, for Goldman, the mental state of the other person is first simulated (mimicked
or replicated) and then categorized in light of mental concepts, so that a person can eventu-
ally form a belief about the mental state of someone else. However, from the point of view
of the present proposal, simulation of a mental state should be equated with tokening of a
mental concept. Thus, SRs are more directly involved in categorizing mental states and
thus enabling one to access her conceptual knowledge about certain mental categories.
So, although both accounts predict the effect of SR activity on mindreading, they do it for



attribute mental states to other people but does not constitute third-

person mental attribution. Full-blown attribution, according to Gold-

man (2006; 2008), additionally requires an introspectively based clas-

sification of the simulated state. Lastly, some authors put forth a bold,

albeit rather imprecisely formulated, theory according to which the

activity of SRs is responsible for the ability to have a ‘non-concep-

tual’, direct experiential access to the mental states of others (see, e.g.

Gallese et al., 2008). None of those proposals explains SRs by linking

them with strictly conceptual abilities.7 According to each of them,

SRs somehow contribute to representing mental states of others.

However, none of them is based on or implies a thesis that SRs in fact

encode conceptual knowledge about certain types of mental states.

Therefore, each of those proposals substantially differs from the

explanation of SRs that I attempt to develop here.

3. Shared Representations as the

Vehicles of Mental State Concepts

The interpretation of SRs that I want to argue for here quite directly

links SRs — and in this respect it resembles Goldman’s theory — to

mindreading, i.e. the ability to interpret, predict, and explain the

behaviour of oneself and others in mental terms. The capacity to

mindread essentially involves the ability to form metacognitive judg-

ments like ‘X believes that p’ or ‘X desires that p’.8 What is important

for the sake of present discussion is that this latter ability requires one

6 P. GLADZIEJEWSKI

different reasons. For example, the present account predicts not that the damage of a spe-
cific SRs affects the (non-conceptual or non-inferential) process of reading mental states
(whose results would be only subsequently interpreted using mental state concepts), but
that it robs one of a specific mental concept as such, thereby disturbing the categorization
process and making it impossible for someone to make any inferences based on categori-
cal knowledge about a specific mental state. Furthermore, while Goldman’s account of
SRs (‘mirror systems’) is restricted to perception-based mindreading (see Goldman 2006;
2008), the present proposal is supposed to apply to conceptual thought (about certain
kinds of mental states) in general.

[7] It needs to be noted though that Sperber (2004) and Jacob (2009) had already suggested
that there is a connection between SRs and mental concepts. The present article may be
viewed as an attempt to further develop and support ideas initially formulated by those
authors.

[8] Although here I concentrate on first- and third-personal mindreading judgments, my pro-
posal is not restricted to them. If the main thesis of this article is correct, then the activity of
SRs is involved in any kind of mental state-related (more specifically, emotion-related or
somatosensory-related) conceptual thought. This includes not only judgments or thoughts
that attribute mental states to people, but also thoughts that express general categorical
knowledge about mental states of specific kinds (e.g. ‘People usually avoid pain’, ‘Smelly
things evoke disgust’). Thus, the term ‘metacognitive judgments’ — as it is employed
within the present article — should be interpreted broadly, rather than as being restricted
to (first- or third-person) mindreading judgments.



to master concepts of mental states. This follows from a rather uncon-

troversial assumption that forming a judgment about another person

as, for example, believing something to be true requires mastery of the

concept BELIEF, the same way that forming judgments about rabbits

requires mastery of the concept RABBIT. Although the examples of

metacognitive judgments just mentioned involve attributing beliefs

and desires, i.e. propositional attitudes, competent mindreaders can

just as well attribute to others mental states that are not (at least prima

facie) propositional attitudes, such as perceptual/sensory or emotional

states. In other words, mindreaders are able to represent others not

only as believing or desiring something, but also as experiencing pain,

tickling, fear, disgust, or hope, and they use these attributions to pre-

dict and explain others’ behaviour. Mindreading therefore involves

not only ‘reading’ full-blown propositional attitudes, but also states of

this latter kind. For this reason, mindreading requires one to master

concepts of (somato)sensory and emotional states and the present arti-

cle is devoted to the problem of what the vehicles of those concepts

are.9 All of the functional properties of SRs that will be discussed in

this section are somehow related to SRs’ involvement in attributing

states of this kind, i.e. ‘mindreading’ those states.

According to the proposal defended here, what explains the proper-

ties of neural structures commonly named ‘SRs’ is that they in fact

encode the conceptual knowledge of certain types of sensory and

emotional mental states. This idea can be formulated in a different,

broader way. If the argumentation that I develop below is valid, then

the same neural structures that underlie the first-personal experience

of certain types of mental states also serve as the vehicles of concep-

tual representations of those states. For example, the concept of dis-

gust is encoded in the same structures that also underlie first-personal

experience of disgust. This means that employing concepts of those

states involves simulating those states. From this perspective, the fact

that neural structures that underlie the first-personal experience of a

certain type of mental state are also activated when someone observes

someone else experiencing a state of the same kind should be inter-

preted as indicating that the observer is employing her conceptual rep-

resentation of this state (or, simply, that she is categorizing the state of

another person). The cases of paired deficits in experiencing and rec-

ognizing certain types of mental states should on the other hand be
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[9] This is why it is so important that empirical studies discussed in Section 2 of this article
confirm PST’s predictions regarding mental concepts belonging precisely to this kind (i.e.
concepts of emotional states).



interpreted as an evidence for the existence of semantic or conceptual

deficits that result from the inability to simulate specific mental states.

Daniel Weiskopf (2007) observes that identifying certain neural

structure with a vehicle of a certain concept is always based on the

functional properties that this latter structure exhibits. In other words,

we come to a conclusion that conceptual knowledge about a given cat-

egory is encoded in a given neural structure whenever we have rea-

sons to think that this structure realizes appropriate, conceptual

functions, like categorizing objects as belonging to this category or

making inferences about it. This observation is crucially important for

the way I want to argue for the thesis that SRs in fact constitute vehi-

cles of (certain) mental concepts. This is because my argumentation

rests on the fact that the neural structures that are commonly dubbed

‘SRs’ exhibit specific functional properties. I have three properties in

mind here: (i) the fact that the activity of SRs affects the ability to form

certain metacognitive judgments; (ii) the fact that SRs are cognitively

penetrable, i.e. their activity is modulated by the beliefs and other

propositional attitudes that a person has; (iii) the fact that SRs are acti-

vated by a wide range of input types (for example, by stimuli from dif-

ferent sensory modalities) pertaining to a given category. I propose

that the fact that SRs exhibit these three functional properties consti-

tutes a strong reason to believe that conceptually representing (at least

some) mental states is based on simulating those states. In the follow-

ing part of this section, I will first discuss each of the three properties

just mentioned, explain why I think we should expect vehicles of men-

tal concepts to exhibit them, and present empirical data that serve as

an evidence that SRs actually possess these properties.

(i) Affecting the Ability to Formulate Metacognitive Judgments

Distinguishing this property as characteristic of concept vehicles is

based upon following assumption:

If a neural structure N serves as a vehicle of a concept of a

category C, then selectively damaging N will result in a

selective impairment of an ability to represent C conceptu-

ally (to form judgments that pertain to C).

This idea should be regarded as rather uncontroversial. Damaging a

physical structure that encodes a certain concept should result in,

loosely speaking, a loss of this concept. In other words, it should

result in a selective impairment of the ability to categorize or make

inferences about the category represented by this concept. This sort of
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assumption is commonplace among psychologists who regard the fact

that a local brain lesion results in a selective semantic or conceptual

deficit as an evidence that the damaged neural structure encodes con-

ceptual knowledge about a given category (see, e.g. Caramazza and

Mahon, 2003; Martin, 2007). This bears rather straightforward conse-

quences for the present discussion. If the ‘conceptual’ interpretation

of SRs is valid, then damaging SRs should result in selective seman-

tic/conceptual impairments. It should result in an inability to (or a

reduced ability to) form judgments that are ‘built’ out of specific men-

tal concepts (‘Anne is disgusted by spiders’, ‘John felt a cold touch on

his shoulder’, etc.), including the inability to categorize and therefore

attribute certain types of mental states (for example, to categorize spe-

cific types of facial expressions as expressions of disgust). Deficits of

this sort should of course be selective relative to the domain of the

damaged SRs. For example, damaging SRs in the domain of the emo-

tion of disgust should result in a semantic deficit that affects concep-

tual processing of disgust and only disgust.

There is plenty of evidence that suggests that disrupting the activity

of SRs results in significantly decreasing the ability to form judg-

ments that attribute specific types of mental states to others. As has

already been mentioned, one of the main arguments for the very exis-

tence of SRs is the existence of paired deficits, whereby damaging the

neural substrate of an emotion of a given type results in the inability to

categorize this type emotion and therefore represent another person as

experiencing it. In the previous section I have described studies that

show that paired deficits occur in the case of disgust (Calder et al.,

2000; see also Hayes et al., 2007) and fear (Sprengelmeyer et al.,

1999). Results obtained in other studies reveal that conceptual deficits

resulting from damage to SRs can go beyond disrupting the ability to

simply categorize or recognize mental states. Hayes and colleagues

(2007) found that Huntington’s disease is regularly accompanied by a

paired deficit in experiencing and recognizing disgust (which is possi-

bly due to disturbances in insula activity in Huntington’s patients, see

Kipps et al., 2007). However, they also found that patients with Hun-

tington’s disease show decreased ability to list situations that nor-

mally evoke disgust, without showing any signs of having similar

problems when it comes to listing situations that evoke other emotions

(anger, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise). Yet other studies reveal the

existence of a relation between SRs and alexithymia, i.e. the defi-

ciency in recognizing and describing one’s own emotions. On the one

hand, Silani and colleagues (2008) discovered that alexithymia is neg-

atively correlated with activity in the anterior insula when the parti-
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cipants are asked to describe feelings they experience when watching

unpleasant pictures. On the other hand, a study conducted by Bird et

al. (2010) revealed that alexithymia is also related to decreased activa-

tion in the anterior insula when the participants observe a painful stim-

ulus being received by another person.

(ii) Cognitive Penetrability

Distinguishing this property stems from following assumption:

If a neural structure N serves as a vehicle of a concept of

some category, then the activity of N should be cognitively

penetrable.

The term ‘cognitive penetrability’ had been introduced by Pylyshyn

(1984). Broadly defined, cognitive penetrability of a given mental

process consists in its propensity to be modulated by beliefs or other

propositional attitudes that a person has. Analogously, a process can

be described as cognitively impenetrable when it cannot be affected

by propositional attitudes a person has. For example, the famous

Müller-Lyer illusion can be interpreted as evidence that perceptual

experience is at least to some degree cognitively impenetrable, for

even when we know that both lines we are seeing are of the same

length, we still cannot help but perceive one of them as longer or

shorter than the other. How is the notion of cognitive penetrability rel-

evant for the present discussion? It seems natural to suppose that men-

tal processes of a semantic or conceptual sort should be cognitively

penetrable, since how and even whether a person applies a certain con-

cept at a given moment is rather straightforwardly dependent on the

content of beliefs and other propositional attitudes this person has at

this moment. For example, I will not categorize something as a car

when I believe that what I see is actually a suggestive dummy of a car.

Similarly with metacognitive judgments, including those formed

based on ‘reading’ the minds of others. Thus, we can predict that the

activity of neural structures that serve as vehicles of conceptual repre-

sentations should be cognitively penetrable. For instance, if we inter-

pret SRs as vehicles of specific mental concepts, then we should

expect their activation when in ‘observation mode’ to be cognitively

penetrable. This means, among other things, that SRs should not be

automatically activated by stimuli of some appropriate kind, but their

activity should be somehow dependent on the propositional knowl-

edge one has, of course as long as this knowledge is (subjectively) rel-

evant to the application of a given mental concept.

10 P. GLADZIEJEWSKI



Unfortunately, empirical data collected thus far that can be used as

evidence for the cognitive penetrability of SRs are restricted to the

domain of physical pain. However, albeit limited, these results seem

to be quite conclusive. In a study conducted by Lamm and colleagues

(2007), participants were presented with short video clips displaying

persons expressing pain that (supposedly) resulted from hearing a

painful auditory stimulus through headphones. The participants were

informed by researchers that the painful stimulation they watched was

a part of a novel therapy that was supposed to cure the persons dis-

played on the clips from a neurological disease. However, while in

some cases the participants were informed that the person they

watched was eventually cured, in other cases they received informa-

tion that the procedure did not succeed and that the person died due to

the disease. The experimenters found that the activation of certain

brain areas that resulted from watching the painful facial expression

of persons that (as the participants believed) eventually died was

increased compared to the activation that accompanied watching per-

sons for whom the treatment was (once again, as the participants

believed) effective. Thus, one can conclude that beliefs — in this case,

beliefs about the effectiveness of a medical therapy — affect the activ-

ity of the SRs of pain.10

The results of a study conducted by Singer and colleagues (2006)

lend additional support for this conclusion. These authors measured

neural activation of pain-related areas when the participants observed

a painful stimulus being applied to a person with whom they had pre-

viously played a simple economic game. Depending on the instruc-

tions given by the experimenter, this competitor had played either in a

fair or unfair way. The authors of this study observed that (although

this result was obtained only with male and not with female partici-

pants) the activation was drastically decreased when the participants

were watching pain of an unfair competitor compared to when they

were watching pain of a competitor that was judged by them as fair. In

other words, the way the (male) participants judged the fairness of

another person affected the activity of SRs of pain.

One might reasonably argue that cognitive penetrability is a rela-

tively weak evidence for the conceptual nature of a given process. The

mere existence of top-down effects on a cognitive/neural process
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[10] Importantly, results of this study revealed that beliefs about the effectiveness of the treat-
ment also affected the way the participants rated or judged the intensity and unpleasant-
ness of the perceived pain. Participants tended to rate the pain as more intense and
unpleasant when they believed that the treatment was unsuccessful compared to when
they thought that it was successful.



should not be regarded as a conclusive reason for thinking that this

process is conceptual. There are two answers to this criticism. First,

the part of the argument that pertains to cognitive penetrability should

only be regarded within a larger context of the argument presented

here. In other words, while admittedly inconclusive on its own, the

point about cognitive penetrability of SRs at least strengthens the

larger argument by being in line with the parts of the argument that

concentrate on two other functional properties of SRs. Second,

according to the empirical data, what we deal with in the case of SRs

for pain is not just any top-down effect, but one in which there is a sys-

tematic correspondence between how being given specific back-

ground information modulates, on the one hand, pain attribution and,

on the other hand, the level of activity of SRs of pain. Two studies

revealed the existence of this sort of correlation (Jackson et al., 2005;

Lamm et al., 2007). For example, the more intense the pain of another

person is, as judged by the observer, the more activation there is in the

anterior cingulate cortex (Jackson et al., 2005). Thus, the effects of

background information on a conceptual representation (judgment) of

perceived pain are actually mirrored by the level of activity of SRs of

pain. This is clearly in line with the thesis that the former is encoded in

the latter.

(iii) Diversity of Input

The core idea that stands behind taking this property as characteristic

of mental state concepts has been elegantly expressed by Sperber:

Under what condition do we attribute to an organism possession of a

concept rather than a mere perceptual discriminatory ability? When the

organism is capable of integrating at some level information from dif-

ferent types of source (e.g. different sensory modalities) that pertain to a

single type of phenomenon. If, for instance, an animal reacted in unre-

lated ways to, say, a dog seen, a dog heard barking, or a dog smelled, we

would not attribute to it the concept of a dog. If on the other hand all

three sources of information converged towards a common reaction to

dogs, we would be more inclined to attribute to the animal the concept

of a dog… (Sperber, 2004)

Having a concept of some category is essentially related to being able

to apply this concept based on many different information types or

sources that pertain to this category. For example, for a person to be

truthfully described as having a concept CAR, she needs to be able to

apply this concept when perceptually categorizing cars using different

sensory modalities, when listening to or reading narratives about cars

or when some endogenous thought process leads her somehow to
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bring about her conceptual knowledge about cars. If we apply this

simple reasoning to the problem of concept vehicles, we come to fol-

lowing conclusion:

If a neural structure N serves as a vehicle for a concept of a

category C, then N should be activated whenever the con-

cept of C is tokened, regardless of the input type or source

that led to this tokening.

From the point of view of the idea that SRs encode mental state con-

cepts, this conclusion can serve as a basis for making important pre-

dictions. Some authors have used the notion of SRs to explain how

people can recognize emotions by visually perceiving specific facial

expressions (Goldman, 2006; Goldman and Sripada, 2005). However,

from the perspective of the proposal that is defended in the present

article, SR activation should accompany visual and auditory percep-

tion of expressions of emotional states, as well as occur during read-

ing or hearing narratives that pertain to certain mental categories. At

the same time, we should expect that disrupting the activity of SRs

should produce inability to recognize certain types of mental states

not only regardless of the sensory modality used, but also when read-

ing or hearing appropriate narratives.

That SRs are in fact activated by diverse inputs is especially evident

when we attend to the research concerning the SRs that exists in the

domain of disgust. There exists a wide range of studies showing the

existence of paired deficits in experiencing and recognizing disgust.

The authors of those studies have probed the occurrence of a disgust

recognition impairment using a number of different experimental

tasks. Some of them required the participants to recognize different

emotions, including disgust, based on visual perception of static as

well as dynamic facial expressions (Adolphs et al., 2003; Calder et al.,

2000; Hayes et al., 2007; Jabbi et al., 2008; Wicker et al., 2003).

Some studies, however, used stimuli of different kinds: Hayes and

colleagues (2007) used visual depictions of situations that evoke dif-

ferent emotions (including, of course, disgust) and other authors used

vocal expressions (Calder et al., 2000; Jabbi et al., 2008). Moreover,

Adolphs and colleagues (2003) and Jabbi and colleagues (2008)

found that patients with a paired deficit for experiencing and recog-

nizing disgust are also deficient at recognizing disgust from short nar-

ratives describing situations and actions that usually evoke this

emotion. It might also be worth mentioning a case of patient B,

described by Adolphs and colleagues (2003), who was often unable to

recognize disgust during real social interactions.
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Studies of SRs in different emotional and somatosensory domains

bring similar results. In the case of the SRs of pain, we know that there

is an overlapping neural activation for first-personally experiencing

pain on one hand and, on the other, (1) observing a pain-invoking

stimulus being applied to another person (see, e.g. Jackson et al.,

2005), (2) observing facial expressions of pain (see e.g. Botvinick et

al., 2005), and (3) observing an arbitrary cue indicating that pain will

be inflicted on someone else (Singer et al., 2006). The results of a

study conducted by Sprengelmeyer and colleagues (1999) suggest

that the input that activates the SRs of fear might be similarly diverse.

The patient NM that these authors studied showed a paired deficit for

experiencing fear and recognizing it from visual depictions of facial

and postural expressions, as well as from vocal expressions.

At this point it needs to be stressed once again that the fact that SRs

exhibit each of the three properties discussed above separately does

not by itself constitute a good reason to believe that they encode con-

ceptual representations of certain mental categories. However, I pro-

pose that if we take into account that they (as it seems) exhibit all three

of them at the same time, it makes the conceptual interpretation of SRs

very viable. It seems though that there also exist additional and inde-

pendent reasons — both empirical and theoretical in nature — to hold

that the same neural structures that underlie first-personal experience

of (at least some) mental states also serve as vehicles of conceptual

representations of those states. In the next section I will discuss them

in order to, hopefully, persuade some of the sceptics.

4. Perceptual Symbols Theory and Mental Concepts

This above-mentioned additional support for my proposal is twofold.

First, the thesis that I am arguing for here is closely related to a rela-

tively novel, yet at the same time well-grounded, account of concept

vehicles, namely the perceptual symbols theory (PST). To put it more

precisely, if we apply PST to the problem of how mental concepts

should be encoded in the brain, what we end up with is a conception

that closely resembles the one I am arguing for in this article. Second,

there are empirical data that support PST as applied to the problem of

emotion concepts. Thus, at the same time, these data also lend addi-

tional support for the main points of the present article, including the

explanation of SRs proposed in it.

PST has been formulated by Lawrence Barsalou (1999) and was

further developed philosophically by Jesse Prinz (2002) soon after,

but under the heading of ‘proxytype theory’. For the sake of the
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present discussion, I will summarize the core ideas of the original

(Barsalou) version of this theory, leaving out some of its details.

Broadly speaking, PST is based on a thesis that conceptual repre-

sentations of categories are stored in sensorimotor systems of the

brain that subserve perception and action. In other words, sensori-

motor areas of the brain serve as vehicles for concepts. Barsalou

(1999) expands this general idea using technical notions of ‘simula-

tor’ and ‘simulation’. Every perception of or action performed on an

object belonging to a certain category is accompanied by a wide-

spread pattern of neural activity in sensorimotor systems. According

to PST, patterns of this kind are partially registered and memorized in

associative regions of the brain. At this level, the modally specific

information becomes integrated, creating a multimodal profile of the

object that includes its visual, tactual, or auditory properties as well as

motor sequences that are used to interact with it. According to

Barsalou (ibid.), since the perceptual and motor patterns of activation

that result from interacting with instances of one category are similar,

they are also stored in converging areas of the associative cortex. This

way, with time emerges a multimodal representation of a category,

called a ‘simulator’ (ibid.). For example, a simulator for the category

of bicycles is a construct in long-term memory that stores information

about how bicycles look, what sounds they make, how to ride them,

etc. Using this simulator in order to perform cognitive tasks consists

in partially reactivating modally specific perceptual and motor states

that normally accompany seeing, hearing, or riding bicycles. Barsalou

calls this kind of reactivation ‘simulation’ (ibid.).11 According to his

theory, simulations vary from context to context and never embody

full categorical knowledge that is stored in simulators. For example,
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[11] I assume here that the notion of simulation employed in Barsalou’s PST is very close to the
one employed by Goldman in his theory of mindreading, which is also the one I am using
in this article (see also note 3). This assumption might be considered controversial since
Barsalou never explicitly affirms that he accepts Goldman’s definition of simulation.
However, Barsalou uses the term ‘simulation’ as indicating re-experience, re-enactment,
or reactivation of some perceptual/neural states or processes (see, e.g. Barsalou, 1999;
2009). These modality-specific re-enactments can play conceptual functions by being suf-
ficiently similar to the original states so as to convey relevant categorical information
required in conceptual tasks (Barsalou 1999; 2009). Therefore, it seems reasonable to
think that simulating essentially means for Barsalou, as for Goldman, replicating some
mental/neural processes in order to perform new cognitive functions. What is present in
PST and not in Goldman’s theory of mindreading is the thesis that simulation plays con-
ceptual functions of categorization and inference. Although this thesis specifies the func-
tion of simulation, the very notion of simulation used in PST seems to be very similar, if
not identical, with the one employed by Goldman. Similarly, although Goldman’s account
of SRs and the account that is advocated here share the basic notion of simulation, they
view the functional role simulation plays in mindreading differently (see note 6).



the simulation used to answer the question about whether bicycles

have pedals can differ from the one used in order to answer the ques-

tion about whether bicycles have wheels (see also Barsalou, 2009).

PST is based on the postulate that this sort of mechanism, composed

of simulators and simulations, can subserve cognitive functions com-

monly regarded as conceptual. Barsalou (1999) and Prinz (2002)

argue at length that this sort of theory can explain such cognitive func-

tions as perceptual categorization or such crowning features of human

thought as its compositionality and productivity.

The PST is well grounded empirically.12 On one hand, it is sup-

ported by behavioural data (see e.g. Barsalou et al., 1999; Pecher et

al., 2003; Solomon and Barsalou, 2004; Wu and Barsalou, 2009). For

example, when participants are asked to list properties that are usually

exhibited by the members of some category, they — as PST predicts

— most often list properties that should be more available within per-

ceptual simulation (Barsalou et al., 1999). To illustrate, they mention

‘red’ and ‘seeds’ as characteristic of watermelons when they are asked

to list properties of a ‘half watermelon’ more often than when they are

simply asked to list properties of a ‘watermelon’. On the other hand,

PST is also supported by neuroimaging data (see e.g. Martin, 2007;

Simmons et al., 2007; 2008). For example, Simmons and colleagues

(2007) observed neural activity when participants were performing a

property verification task, in which they were asked to verify whether

a given predicate is true of a given category. They found that verifying

colour properties (e.g. whether milk is white) regularly activated the

left fusiform gyrus, i.e. the area that is normally involved in process-

ing colour perceptually. This result can be interpreted as evidence that

the participants were using perceptual simulation to solve the experi-

mental task.

As has already been stated, it seems reasonable to think that there is

a direct connection between PST and the main thesis of this article,

namely the thesis that neural systems underlying first-personal experi-

ence of some mental states also encode conceptual representations of

those states. Applying the former theory to the problem of mental con-

cepts results in formulating an account that closely resembles the one I

am arguing for here. Take, for example, an account of emotional con-

cepts (i.e. concepts of emotional states of specific types) that naturally

follows from PST. Experiencing emotional and somatosensory states

is based upon the activity of a whole range of interoceptive, somato-

16 P. GLADZIEJEWSKI
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sensory, and motor neural systems.13,14 Such activation patterns can be

partially memorized and stored as simulators in associative areas of

the cortex, which can serve as generators of emotional/somatosensory

simulations that subserve strictly conceptual functions. In other

words, from the point of view of PST, processing mental states con-

ceptually should be construed as simulating those states, i.e. (par-

tially) replicating or recreating them. Thus, the same systems that

underlie first-personal experience of at least some types of emotions

also serve as vehicles of concepts of those types of emotions. This

way, the ‘conceptual’ properties of neural systems commonly named

‘SRs’ which will be discussed at length in third section of this article

become perfectly understandable. SR activity routinely observed in

experimental settings results from the fact that participants employ

their mental concepts in order to categorize the mental state of some-

one else. At the same time, since the simulation process underlies con-

ceptual cognitive functions, it is natural that SRs exhibit ‘conceptual’

properties. In other words, SRs and the properties they have according

to the present proposal are quite naturally predicted by PST.15 Alto-
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[13] This idea is of course directly inspired by a broadly Jamesian outlook on the nature of
emotions, according to which emotions are constitutively and not merely causally related
to perceptions of one’s own bodily states. Because of the limited space, it is not possible to
defend this theory here (for influential recent defences of this view, see Damasio, 2002;
Prinz, 2002). However, it might turn out some weaker version of this theory is true, one
according to which bodily perceptions are a crucial ingredient of emotions, but they do not
by themselves exhaust emotions. Even if this was the case, we could still expect (in light of
PST) conceptual processing of emotions to involve (but not necessarily be exhausted by)
interoceptive simulation.

[14] If conceptual processing involves simulating perceptions and actions, then conceptual
processing of emotions consists (among others) in simulating interoceptions of one’s own
bodily states (see note 13). For this reason, it is also important to note that neural structures
called SRs (like the insula, anterior cingulate cortex, or somatosensory cortex) are in fact
involved in perceiving bodily states (the amygdala is the more problematic case, since it is
involved in bodily regulation rather than bodily perception).

[15] To clarify this, it must be noted that the idea that there exist SRs for emotions and bodily
sensations is not a theoretical claim that could be seen as separate from the claims made by
PST. The relation between the two should rather be seen as one that holds between an exp-
lanans (PST) and a description of an explanandum (SRs). The existence of overlapping
activations (as well as paired deficits) is in need of theoretical explanation. This is where
PST comes into play, since the simulator-simulation mechanism it postulates naturally
explains why we find that the same structures that are involved in experiencing mental
states are also active when representing those states. PST provides an explanation for SRs,
an explanation that goes hand-in-hand with the proposal developed in Section 3 of the
present article. It also explains why SRs are structures normally involved in bodily percep-
tion (see note 14).



gether, PST and the thesis that SRs in fact constitute vehicles of men-

tal concepts are closely related.16

Importantly, some authors have additionally attempted to directly

verify PST as applied to emotion concepts (Niedenthal et al., 2009;

Halberstadt et al., 2009; Vermeulen et al., 2007). These studies are

based on the observation that — in line with the main point of the pres-

ent paper — if we accept PST, we should conclude that:

…knowledge of an emotion concept is not reducible to an abstract, lan-

guage-like description, but involves simulation of experienced emo-

tional states relevant to the concept. Although these simulations may

not constitute full-blown emotions, and may not even be conscious,

they nevertheless can contain enough information about the original

states to support conceptual processing. (Niedenthal et al., 2009, p.

1121)

The authors of the study cited above predicted that simulations of

emotional states should involve, among others, a motor component of

emotions — more precisely, they should involve simulation of facial

expressions associated with emotional states (ibid.; see also Halber-

stadt et al., 2009). One could derive further, more specific, predictions

from this general assumption. First, one might predict that performing

experimental tasks probing conceptual knowledge of emotions would

be accompanied with simulation of emotion-specific facial expres-

sions. Second, one might also expect that disabling this kind of motor

simulation would result in participants performing worse in those

tasks. A study conducted by Niedenthal and colleagues (2009) con-

firmed both these predictions. In this study, the authors have used a

property verification task, in which the participants were presented

with pairs of words and asked to determine whether their designates

are associated. These included pairs of a noun phrase or an adjective

(some of the words, like ‘vomit’ or ‘delighted’, were emotionally

charged, while some, like ‘chair’ or ‘quantified’, were not) and an

emotion term (‘anger’, ‘disgust’, or ‘joy’). Activity of facial muscula-

ture was measured using electromyography in order verify whether
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[16] Weiskopf (2007) observes that PST — although he himself uses the term ‘concept empiri-
cism’ — can come in various strengths. He proposes that we distinguish strong global
empiricism (‘all thoughts are entirely composed of percepts’) from weak global empiri-
cism (‘all thoughts are partially composed of percepts’), strong local empiricism (‘some
thoughts are entirely composed of percepts’) and weak local empiricism (‘some thoughts
are partially composed of percepts’). Prima facie, nothing seems to stand in the way of
saying that the account of mental state concept vehicles that I argue for in this article is
compatible with all of those versions of PST (concept empiricism), including the weak
local one. After all, the research on SRs does not fully rule out the possibility that concepts
of emotions and somatosensory states might be partially encoded in a modal way.



performing the experimental task was accompanied by tacit activation

of muscles that are normally involved in expressing emotions. The

authors found that this was actually the case. Furthermore, these facial

simulations (1) were observed only when participants were actually

judging the connection between designates of words, and not when

they were asked to judge perceptual features of words themselves; (2)

were emotion-specific, for example activity of a muscle normally

involved in expressing joy (zygomaticus major) increased when the

participants were verifying pairs of words in which one word desig-

nated joy. Lastly, the group also found that temporarily immobilizing

musculature responsible for emotion expression impairs the ability to

perform the experimental task. Once again, this phenomenon turned

out to be emotion-specific. For example, the ability to verify pairs of

words that included ‘happiness’ or ‘anger’ decreased significantly

when muscles for expressing those particular emotions (zygomaticus

major and levator labii superioris respectively) were immobilized.

Altogether, these results support the thesis that representing emotions

conceptually involves simulating them. Although I will not describe

them here, results of other studies point in the same direction

(Halberstadt et al., 2009; Vermeulen et al., 2007).

The above-mentioned results are very important from the perspec-

tive of the present discussion since they all seem to confirm the main

thesis of the present article, albeit on grounds different than examin-

ing the properties of SRs. To sum up, when we take in mind the theo-

retical connection between PST and the present account of SRs, we

can say that the probability of the former (in its weaker or stronger

versions, see note 16) being true increases the viability of the latter. In

other words, the research on PST as applied to emotion concepts

makes the ‘conceptual’ explanation of SRs significantly more credi-

ble. At the same time, the present account of SRs seems to bring some

additional empirical support for PST itself, especially PST as applied

to mental (emotional and somatosensory) concepts. Regardless of

what one wishes to focus attention on, what remains is the fact that

PST (along with the empirical work that speaks in favour of it) and the

present account of SRs support each other.

5. Conclusions

The goal of this article has been to put forth an explanation of shared

representations (SRs) of emotions and somatosensory states that dif-

fers substantially from those that are currently most prevalent within

the literature. According to this alternative proposal defended here,
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we should explain SRs by adopting a thesis according to which the

same structures that underlie experience of certain mental states also

constitute the vehicles of concepts of those states, and so thinking

about those states consists in mentally simulating them. The main

strategy of arguing for such proposal consisted in performing an

abductive inference that aimed at providing an explanation for specif-

ically ‘conceptual’ functional properties exhibited by SRs: (1) the fact

that the activity of SRs affects the ability to form metacognitive judg-

ments that pertain to some mental categories; (2) cognitive penetra-

bility of SRs; (3) the diversity of input types or sources that activate

SRs. This reasoning has also been supplemented by presenting empir-

ical data that support perceptual symbols theory (PST) as applied to

the problem of emotions concepts. As has been shown, these data —

as well as PST itself — can be easily construed as providing additional

support for the main point of this article.

It seems that treating the proposal defended here seriously might

open new perspectives for research on SRs and point it into new, pre-

viously unexplored directions. It might be beneficial to close this arti-

cle by briefly indicating what some of them might be. Firstly, it needs

to be conceded that the evidence I have presented here as supporting

the idea that SRs exemplify ‘conceptual’ functional properties was in

a certain way selective. For example, the data collected so far that

could serve as evidence for the cognitive penetrability of SRs are

restricted to the research concerning only one of those systems,

namely the one that exists in the domain of physical pain. It would be

fruitful, then, to verify whether SRs in each emotional or somato-

sensory domain in fact exhibit each of the three functional properties

that have been discussed in this article. Secondly, it would be worth

asking whether the general idea presented here — i.e. that the neural

structures that underlie experience of some types of mental states also

encode conceptual knowledge about those types of states — applies to

mental categories different than those that have been studied so far.

For example, we have reasons to believe that the brain areas that

underlie physical pain partially overlap with those that underlie psy-

chic or social pain (Eisenberger and Lieberman, 2004). It would be

interesting to verify experimentally whether those same structures are

activated when a person represents the social/psychic pain of some-

one else, as well as whether this activation exhibits the three ‘concep-

tual’ properties that have been discussed here. Thirdly, the

‘conceptual’ interpretation of the nature of SRs naturally raises the

question of how persons with paired deficits in experiencing and rec-

ognizing certain mental states would cope with experimental tasks
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designed specifically to probe the ability to process these states

semantically. For example, one might ask whether persons with a

paired deficit in experiencing and recognizing disgust would also

show selective impairment of the ability to solve a property verifica-

tion task designed to probe conceptual knowledge of emotions,

including disgust. It seems that conducting a series of studies inspired

by these three basic ideas could enable us to directly verify the main

thesis of this article, rather than by post hoc analysis of already exist-

ing data. Nonetheless, as I have been attempting to show, the results

collected thus far make this thesis perfectly viable, and therefore wor-

thy of further study.
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